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ERRATUM
Volume 81, Number 1 (2000), in the article ‘‘A Quadratic Analogue of
Artin’s Conjecture on Primitive Roots,’’ by Hans Roskam, pages 93109
(doi:10.1006jnth.1999.2470): On pages 106 and 107, Lemmas 6 and 7 are
incorrect as they stand.
Lemma 6 is only valid for totally positive =. One should add ‘‘and =
totally positive’’ in condition (b) and include the extra condition
(c) n is even, D |% n, d + |% n, NKQ(=)=1 and = is totally negative.
In Lemma 7c, one should add ‘‘D |% n’’ in the second condition.
As a consequence of these changes, the formulas in Theorem 2a on
page 95 should read as follows:
$(S+)= 12 A(1+E(D)&E(d
&)&E(d +)),
$(S&)={
1
2A(1&E(D)+E(d
&)&E(d +)), if = is totally positive;
1
2 A(1&E(D)&E(d
&)+E(d +)), if = is totally negative.
The density of S + in Theorem 2b when D is even should be
$(S+)= 34A(1+
1
3E(D2)).
This affects the values of the densities in the example Q(- 21) on page 96.
The author thanks Yen-Mei Julia Chen for bringing this problem to his
attention.
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